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Welcome to Mercer | Kepler’s 2020 ISEQ20 Remuneration

Handbook, covering the latest Board remuneration practices

and trends for the largest companies in the Irish market.

The COVID19 pandemic has had a dramatic impact on

communities, the global economy and stock markets.

Company responses to the crisis have been closely monitored

and scrutinised, as shareholders, politicians and the media

look to see whether companies are protecting their

workforce, and whether the treatment of executives is

aligned with the shareholder experience and no more

favourable than the treatment of the broader employee

population. This development, along with the European

Union’s shareholder rights directive (“SRD”) taking effect in

Ireland, means that remuneration committees need to

manage increased scrutiny on both design and in disclosure.

The vast majority of ISEQ20 companies already voluntarily

put their remuneration reports to an advisory shareholder

vote. The quality of remuneration disclosure amongst the

ISEQ20 is mixed and thus committees will need to respond

appropriately to the EU’s reporting regulations.

In addition, those ISEQ20 companies that have not put their

current remuneration policy to an advisory shareholder vote

will need to do so in 2020/21. Committees will need to

ensure the policy is fit for purpose, aligns pay with

performance, and considers market best practice guidelines.

Mercer | Kepler has advised numerous companies in Ireland

in recent years and is currently advising a number of Irish and

other European clients on the implications of the EU’s SRD.

As well as an update on the EU’s SRD and the disclosure

requirements, this handbook presents the latest ISEQ20

remuneration disclosure, including an update on COVID19

and the implications for executive remuneration, AGM

trends, salary levels, bonus and LTI structures, pensions,

share ownership guidelines and non-executive director fees.

We trust this handbook is helpful. Please do not hesitate to

contact any of the team with comments or questions – refer

to the back of this handbook for details.

Mercer | Kepler UK Executive Reward team

June 2020

Introduction
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Methodology
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Company Sector

Market cap

(€m)1
Revenue

(€m)1 Employees1

AIB Financials 8,149 2,920 9,520

Aryzta AG Consumer Staples 857 3,383 17,269

Bank of Ireland Financials 4,787 5,854 10,440

C&C Consumer Staples 1,369 1,575 3,153

Cairn Homes Consumer Discretionary 927 435 2,500

CRH Materials 26,400 25,129 86,951

Dalata Hotel Consumer Discretionary 988 429 4,871

First Derivatives2 Information Technology 750 254 2,400

Flutter Entertainment Consumer Discretionary 7,576 2,531 8,890

Glanbia Consumer Staples 3,189 3,876 7,385

Glenveagh Properties Consumer Discretionary 686 285 342

Hibernia REIT Real Estate 965 154 23

Irish Continental Industrials 851 357 307

Irish Residential Real Estate 896 62 65

Kerry Consumer Staples 19,633 7,241 26,090

Kingspan Industrials 8,819 4,659 14,529

Origin Enterprises Consumer Staples 542 1,798 2,535

Ryanair Holdings Industrials 14,418 7,697 16,840

Smurfit Kappa Materials 7,375 9,048 46,000

Total Produce Consumer Staples 555 3,729 6,005

1. Market cap is 3-month average to 31 December 2019. All company data has been sourced from Eikon from 

Refinitiv or latest annual reports

2. Mercer | Kepler has substituted Green REIT for First Derivatives due to Green REIT’s lack of pay disclosure

All data in the ISEQ20 Remuneration Handbook

2020 is based on the ISEQ20 constituents

published on the ISE website, effective as at

1st January 2020. See table, right, for a

summary of the constituents.

All data is as presented in each company’s

latest annual report without any inflationary

adjustments. Where possible, we have used

the most ‘forward looking’ information (i.e.

Executive Director remuneration arrangements

for FY20, if available).

This Handbook comprises data for ISEQ20

financial year ends up to and including

31 December 2019.

Where relevant, data has been converted to

EUR using the 2019 average FX rate

(€1 : £0.90 : $1.33).

ISEQ20 constituents
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The COVID19 pandemic has led to challenges for ISEQ20 
remuneration committees

Responses to COVID19 by ISEQ20 companies
(based on public disclosure)

As a result of the COVID19 pandemic, Irish companies, like many 
across the globe, have been forced to make some difficult 
decisions including redundancies / furloughing of employees, 
cancelling dividends, scaling back investment projects, etc.

Remuneration committees have the difficult task of finding the 
most appropriate actions that are fair to management, acceptable 
to shareholders, and socially responsible. Below are a number of 
high-level considerations for committees to consider:

Alignment to shareholders: an emerging sensitivity is that 
decisions on executive pay should be aligned with the experience 
of the wider stakeholder community. 

Use of Government assistance: many companies are benefiting 
from Government-backed schemes. Where companies are making 
use of these schemes, some reduction to executive and/or Board 
remuneration packages may be appropriate.

Organisations with increased demand for services1: the 
remuneration committees at these organisations should be 
mindful of the tailwind effect to variable incentive outturns. 
Committee/Board discretion may need to be exercised at the end 
of the relevant performance periods to avoid any perception of 
participants inadvertently benefiting from the crisis.
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5%

10%

25%

40%

Delay of LTIP target
setting

Executive pay reduction

Share buyback
suspended

Dividend withdrawn/
cancelled

Data as at 31 May 2020

Ownership

1. For example, supermarket retail chains and logistics companies



Robust and realistic financial targets are difficult to set in a 
global downturn
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Has performance against the incentive targets been 

materially impacted by the uncontrollable event?

M A T E R I A L I T Y

How has management responded to the event?

C O N T R O L L A B I L I T Y

How long before the end of the performance period 

did the uncontrollable event occur?

T I M I N G

Does the Committee have the authority to make the 

change?

A U T H O R I T Y

Setting appropriate financial targets during the current period 
may be difficult for some companies and in particular those in 
industries most impacted by the pandemic (e.g. retail, travel). 
For those companies who are yet to set 2020 incentive targets, 
there are a few options for consideration:

i. Widen the performance range, to capture a broader 
range of potential outcomes

ii. Include additional performance measures
iii. Upweight non-financial measures, as they may be less 

sensitive to the impact of COVID19 
iv. Use financial measures which are normalised to an 

accepted external driver
v. Use measures which are assessed on a relative basis (e.g. 

EPS growth % outperformance of peers, relative TSR)
vi. Set targets today, but build in discretion to adjust the 

targets once information on underlying assumptions 
becomes clearer

Some companies may be considering adjustments to in-flight 
incentives because targets previously agreed now seem 
unachievable. For remuneration committees to garner support 
from shareholders and proxy advisors, any proposed 
adjustments must be backed up by a clear explanation and 
strong justification. Some guiding principles for remuneration 
committees to consider are shown, right. 

What was the overall experience for shareholders, 

employees and customers?

How has the Committee responded to the impact of 

similar events in the past?

S T A K E H O L D E R  O U T C O M E S  /  P R E C E D E N T

Guiding principles for incentive adjustments



Irish-listed companies must now put their executive 
remuneration policy to a (non-binding) shareholder vote
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The European Union (Shareholders’ Rights)
Regulations 2020 (the “Regulations”) took
effect in Ireland on 30 March 2020, giving
effect to the SRD and amending the Irish
Companies Act 2014.

Under the Regulations, Traded PLCs (i.e.
any Irish PLC whose shares are admitted to
trading on Euronext Dublin or, for example,
the main market of the London Stock
Exchange) must disclose their directors’
remuneration policy and report annually on
its implementation, and provide for a
compulsory advisory vote by shareholders.
Under the Regulations, companies will have
to have a policy vote at least every four
years and more frequently if a materially
changed policy is proposed.

Prior to these Regulations entering into
force, many Irish companies already
provided detailed disclosure around
directors’ remuneration (either on a
compulsory or voluntary basis) but more
comprehensive content and disclosure is
now required.

6
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Remuneration Policy content Remuneration Report content

Policy’s contribution to business strategy, long-

term interests and sustainability

Total remuneration broken into its components

Fixed and variable remuneration (to include 

bonuses and other benefits)

Relative proportion of fixed and variable 

remuneration

How pay and employment conditions of 

employees were taken into account when 

establishing the policy

How total remuneration complies with the 

remuneration policy, including how it 

contributes to long-term company performance

Clear, comprehensive and varied criteria for 

variable remuneration

How performance criteria were applied

Any deferral periods and ability to reclaim 

variable remuneration

Annual change of (i) remuneration; (ii) company 

performance; and (iii) average remuneration on 

a full-time equivalent basis of employees over 

the 5 most recent financial years

Financial and non-financial performance criteria Remuneration from any undertaking belonging to 

the same group

Methods applied to determine extent to which 

performance criteria have been fulfilled

Number of shares and share options granted or 

offered

Vesting and holding periods for share awards Information on ability to reclaim variable 

remuneration

Duration of contracts and notice periods Any deviations from procedure for the 

implementation of the remuneration policy

Decision-making process followed for 

determination, review and implementation

Any derogations from the remuneration policy

How policy takes into account votes and views of 

shareholders

Summary of some of the SRD remuneration reporting requirements 



In contrast, other European countries have implemented a 
‘binding’ shareholder vote on remuneration policies
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The SRD Regulations include a “grandfathering”
provision allowing an exemption of up to four
years from a shareholders’ vote for companies
whose directors’ remuneration policy was
approved by shareholders before 30 March 2020,
regardless of the policy’s compliance with the
requirements detailed in the Regulations.

However, companies without a shareholder-
approved remuneration policy in place now must
prepare a directors’ remuneration policy that
meets the new content requirements and put this
policy to a shareholder vote as soon as possible.

Germany and Netherlands have allowed for an
exemption for small- and medium-sized
companies from holding an annual vote on
remuneration – however, the Irish regulations do
not allow for this.

Country-specific regulations following SRD implementation
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Country Rem Policy vote Rem Report vote

Austria Advisory Advisory

Belgium Advisory Advisory

Finland Advisory Advisory

France Binding Binding1

Germany2 Advisory Advisory

Ireland Advisory Advisory

Italy Binding Advisory

Netherlands2 Binding Advisory

Poland Binding Advisory

Romania Binding Advisory

Spain Binding Advisory

UK Binding Advisory

1. On “pay outcomes”

2. Exception for small- and medium-sized companies to hold a discussion 

at AGM on remuneration report rather than hold a formal vote



Average shareholder support for ISEQ20 executive 
remuneration has been mixed in the last 5 years

Currently 85% of ISEQ20 companies put their
remuneration report to an advisory
shareholder vote - whilst 70% have voluntarily
put their remuneration policy to a
shareholder vote.

A handful of companies have put their
remuneration policy to a shareholder only
once in the past 6 years. Other companies,
such as C&C, CRH and Glanbia, have
followed UK practice and put their policy up
for renewal every 3 years.

As at 31 May 2020, 7 companies had
submitted their remuneration policy for
renewal at their 2020 AGM; average
shareholder support across these companies
was 98%.

During recent AGMs, shareholder scrutiny has
tended to focus on pay quantum, any
disconnect between pay and performance,
lack of disclosure of performance outcomes
and leaver treatment.

98%

88%87%

96%

76%

95%

95%90%89%
91%

89%94%

202020192018201720162015

% of ISEQ20 companies that have voluntarily put 

executive remuneration to a shareholder advisory vote

Average % votes in favour of AGM remuneration resolutions

Policy

Implementation
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Trend in AGM voting outcomes for ISEQ20 companies

5% 20% 65% 10%

Policy only Implementation only Implementation and Policy No vote



Salaries
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Median ISEQ20 CEO salary is €605k; the interquartile 
spread is large due to spread of company size
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In 2019, 50% of the ISEQ20 froze CEO salaries as companies
respond to shareholder pressure to limit executive pay
increases.

It is now rare for companies to award salary increases of
higher than 2-3%, or in excess of the average for the wider
workforce, for the CEO, except on a one-off basis to
recognise exceptional performance, pay competitiveness
concerns and/or growth in the role.

CEO salary increases
Lower 

Quartile Median
Upper 

Quartile

CEO
All 0.0% 0.0% 2.5%

Excluding zeroes1 2.0% 2.5% 3.5%

Salaries Bonuses LTIs Pensions Ownership NED feesCOVID19 & SRD

€0k

€400k

€800k

€1,200k

€1,600k

CEO salaries

Upper decile
€1,120k

Upper quartile
€898k

Median
€605k

Lower quartile
€488k Lower decile

€423k

1. Excludes all companies that froze CEO salaries in 2019



Median ISEQ20 CFO salary is €476k. Most CFOs received 
higher salary increases in 2019 than the company CEO
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In 2019, 40% of the ISEQ20 froze CFO salaries, highlighting
the general trend that the gap between CEO and CFO
salaries is narrowing. The typical relativity between a CFO
and a CEO’s salary is around 60-70%.

Around 40% of the ISEQ20 disclosed remuneration of other
Executive Directors (e.g. COO, Business Unit Head, etc.).
Salaries are usually similar to the CFOs of the same
company (median = €455k).

Salaries Bonuses LTIs Pensions Ownership NED fees

€0k

€200k

€400k

€600k

€800k

€1,000k

CFO salaries

Upper decile
€690k

Upper quartile
€575k

Median
€476k

Lower quartile
€360k

Lower decile
€268k No disclosure of CFO pay:

Aryzta
Dalata Hotel
Irish Residential Properties
Ryanair

COVID19 & SRD

CFO salary increases
Lower 

Quartile Median
Upper 

Quartile

CFO
All 0.0% 0.0% 3.1%

Excluding zeroes1 2.6% 3.5% 9.3%

1. Excludes all companies that froze CFO salaries in 2019



Annual Bonus
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Most companies provide the same bonus opportunity to 
EDs; the median maximum opportunity is 150% of salary
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Cash annual bonuses remain a common vehicle to
incentivise management and reward top performers.

Around 25% of ISEQ20 companies offer a greater bonus
opportunity to its CEO; where a higher opportunity is
provided, the premium is around a 25%-33% of the CFOs
opportunity.

Companies are coming under increasing pressure (primarily
as a result of an ISS initiative) to calibrate ‘target’ bonus to

be 50% of the maximum opportunity, and this is generally
the case across the ISEQ20.

ISEQ20 CEO bonus payouts in 2019 were generally above
target with an interquartile range of 61% to 78% of the
maximum bonus being paid, based on 16 companies with
disclosure (average 2019 payout = 65% of maximum).

Prevalence of annual bonus plans
(% of companies)

CEO and CFO annual bonus opportunities
(maximum as a % of salary)

Salaries Bonuses LTIs Pensions Ownership NED feesCOVID19 & SRD

Yes, 
90%

No, 
10%

Companies that don’t offer 

executive bonuses…

AIB & Bank of Ireland, due 

to regulations preventing 

variable pay being awarded 

to banks’ executives

CEO CFO

Upper Quartile 150% 150%

Median 150% 150%

Lower Quartile 105% 100%



Profit is the most common type of bonus measure, 
followed by personal/strategic objectives

Around 60% of the ISEQ20 use 3 or more measures
in their annual bonus.

The most common financial measure is one based
on profit (e.g. operating profit, PBT, EPS), used
by c.80% of the ISEQ20, followed by personal and
strategic measures.

Financial measures are more heavily weighted
than non-financial measures, making up around
80% of the total bonus on average.

Around 70% of the ISEQ20 use personal/strategic
objectives; where used, the average weighting
for personal/strategic measures is 22% of the total
bonus. Shareholders generally prefer personal
element to be weighted no higher than 25%

Other measures include dividends, margin, NAV,
net debt, total property return and total
accounting return.
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33%

11%

17%

22%

28%

39%

72%

83%

Other

Customer-related

Returns

HSE/ESG

Revenue

Cashflow

Personal/strategic

Profit

Prevalence of bonus measures in ISEQ20 companies

(% of plans)

6%

33%
25%

33%

1 2 3 4+

Number of bonus measures in ISEQ20
(% of plans)



Around 2/3rds of ISEQ20 companies operate mandatory 
bonus deferral

Bonus deferral prevalence (as a % of bonus plans)
n None n Bonus deferral

Mandatory deferral amount1

(% of bonus earned)

Mandatory bonus deferral, common in the UK for a number
of years, is growing in prevalence in Ireland.

The most common approach is a deferral of a fixed % of the
bonus earned into company shares for 2-3 years. The
median bonus deferral is 33% of the bonus earned. Only 2
companies (Flutter Entertainment and Irish Continental)
have bonus deferral longer than 3 years.

The other common approach is to require deferral above a
% of bonus earned. C&C, Cairn Homes and Kingspan require
100% deferral above a bonus threshold of around 80% of the
maximum bonus opportunity.
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Yes
67%

No
33%

Companies that don’t operate 

executive bonus deferral…

Aryzta, First Derivatives, 

Glenveagh, Origin Enterprises, 

Ryanair and Total Produce

20%

25%

30%

33%

33%

50%

50%

50%

50%

1. Excludes companies that operate deferral above a 

threshold (C&C, Cairn Homes, Kingspan)

Median
33%



Long-Term Incentives
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90% of the ISEQ20 operate a long-term incentive

The median award opportunity is 200% and 165% of salary
for the CEO and CFO respectively. Around 50% of ISEQ20
companies grant a larger long-term incentive award to their
CEO than their CFO.

There was significant variation in ISEQ20 LTI vesting in
2019; median vesting was 61% of maximum, with an
interquartile range of 9% to 69% (based on 12 companies
with disclosure). Average vesting was 47% of maximum.

In light of the global stock market crash, many investors are
wary of executives benefitting from ‘windfall gains’ at
vesting if 2020 LTI grants are made at depressed share
prices. The general investor expectation is for award sizes
at grant to be reduced by around 50% of the decrease in
share price since 2019 grants.
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Prevalence of LTI plans
(% of companies)

CEO and CFO LTI opportunities
(maximum as a % of salary)

Yes, 
90%

No, 
10%

Companies that don’t offer 

long-term incentives…

AIB & Bank of Ireland, due 

to regulations preventing 

variable pay being awarded 

to banks’ executives

CEO CFO

Upper Quartile 205% 185%

Median 200% 165%

Lower Quartile 150% 150%



Performance shares are used by 80% of the ISEQ20
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Investors have recently voiced a preference for
simplicity in company long-term incentive plans.
As a result, most companies in Ireland (as well as
in the UK) now deliver long-term incentive awards
only through a Performance Share Plan (PSP).

The use of time-based restricted stock is common
below the Executive Director level but remains
uncommon at the Board level in ISEQ20
companies.

Share matching plans have also fallen out of
favour. Smurfit Kappa was the last ISEQ20
company to use one but the plan was discontinued
at executive director level in 2018.

Options are more common at the smaller ISEQ
AllShare companies (i.e. outside of the IEQ20) with
awards granted on an ad-hoc basis rather than
annually.

Prevalence of long-term incentive vehicles for Executive Directors
(% of ISEQ20 companies)

Share option plans
10% of companies

(First Derivatives, 

Ryanair)

80% of ISEQ20 

companies have 

a performance 

share plan only

No long-term incentive
10% of companies

(AIB, Bank of Ireland)
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Around 80% of ISEQ20 companies have a total LTI time 
horizon of 5 years

3-year performance and vesting periods are the most
common in ISEQ20 long-term incentives, with the majority
of companies now also mandating a 2-year post-vest
holding period.

The leaver provisions over the 2-year holding period are
relatively soft, with the only risk of forfeiture being through
personal misconduct.

Two-year post-vesting holding periods have been
introduced to mitigate against potential short termism and
increase executive accountability. Vested awards which are
held support the operation of malus in the event of
financial misstatement, misconduct or any other ‘trigger’
event as defined by the company.

ISEQ20 LTI time horizons
(% of plans)

98%

1% 1%

Performance period

17%

1%

82%

Total time horizon

1-3 years 4 5 1-3 years 4 5
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Ryanair and Total 

Produce are the only 

companies with 

performance periods 

of less than 3 years



Profit is the most common LTI measure, followed by 
relative TSR and returns-based metrics

Around 90% of the ISEQ20 use 3 or fewer measures
in their LTIs.

The most common LTI measure is profit, used by
c.80% of the ISEQ20, followed by relative TSR and
returns-based metrics (e.g. ROCE, ROIC, ROE). The
average weighting for each of these measures is
broadly the same at around 33%-40% of the total
award. Other measures include NAV growth, relative
total property return and total accounting return /
share.

We are beginning to see the slow emergence of
ESG/sustainability measures in long-term incentives,
as investors look to ensure management incentives
are aligned with their responsible investment
policies and wider government targets.
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11%

28%

28%

44%

61%

78%

Other

Cashflow

Absolute TSR

Returns

Relative TSR

Profit/EPS

Prevalence of LTI measures in ISEQ20

(% of plans)

6%

50%

33%

11%

1 2 3 4+

Number of LTI measures in ISEQ20

(% of plans)



Pensions
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Median CEO and CFO pension contributions are around 
15% - 18% of salary
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Defined contribution plans are most common amongst
ISEQ20 companies. A handful of companies still have legacy
defined benefit schemes for specific incumbent executives,
but are closed to future appointments. In most cases where
incumbent executive directors are still part of a Defined
Benefit pension scheme, plans are no longer accruing.

The movement from defined benefit schemes to defined
contribution schemes has mirrored the trend at other UK
and European companies.

Salaries Bonuses LTIs Pensions Ownership NED feesCOVID19 & SRD

Prevalence of executive pension plans
(% of ISEQ20 pension plans)

CEO1 and CFO pension contributions
(as a % of salary)

DC, 
65%

DB and 
DC, 
35%

Companies with EDs in a DB 

pension scheme…

Bank of Ireland, Glanbia, Irish 

Continental, Kerry Group, 

Origin Enterprises, Smurfit 

Kappa and Total Produce, 

although the plans are closed to 

future EDs

14 15

18 15

25 24

CEO CFO

Median

UQ

LQ

1. Includes CEOs with a nil pension contribution (e.g. Ryanair)

n=20 n=17

Note: DC = Defined Contribution scheme; 

DB = Defined Benefit scheme



There is growing external pressure to align executive 
pensions with the average pension of the workforce

There is growing investor pressure to align executive
pension contribution rates with those available to the
majority of the workforce. So far, around 55% of ISEQ20
companies have committed to aligning new hire ED
pension contributions with the average pension of the
workforce.

Only a handful of ISEQ20 companies have announced plans
to align incumbent ED pensions, with the most common
approach being a phased reduction over the next
remuneration policy period. The majority of ISEQ20
companies (85%) are yet to disclose a plan to align
incumbent ED pensions with the pension available to the
majority of the workforce.

85%

10%

5%

0%

45%

55%

No plan / no disclosure

Alignment over Policy period

Partially reduced

Aligned

Not aligned

Aligned Pensions for 

New Hire EDs

% ISEQ20 companies that have announced plans to align 

executive pensions with the average employee pension
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Pensions for 

incumbent EDs



Executive share 
ownership guidelines
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80% of ISEQ20 companies have in-post executive share 
ownership guidelines
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‘In-post’ executive share ownership guidelines (“SOG”) are
now almost universal amongst ISEQ20 companies, and are
seen as an effective mechanism for encouraging executive
ownership and aligning executives with shareholder
interests.

The level of share ownership guideline is usually related to
the long-term incentive opportunity, with the typical ratio
between the SOG and LTI opportunity at 1:1.

Most companies expect the guideline to be met within 5
years from appointment, with many also mandating
retention of any vested shares until the guideline is met.

Salaries Bonuses LTIs Pensions Ownership NED feesCOVID19 & SRD

Prevalence of SOGs
(% of companies)

CEO and CFO Share Ownership Guidelines
(as a % of salary)

Yes, 
80%

No, 
20%

Companies that don’t have 

executive SOGs…

AIB, First Derivatives,

Ryanair, Total Produce

200

125

225

200

300

200

CEO CFO

UQ

LQ

Median



20%

25%
55%

Less than 50% of the ISEQ20 have post-exit share 
ownership guidelines

Several companies have followed emerging best practice
and have introduced a policy for post-exit share
ownership guidelines.

The general expectation by investors is for executives to
hold the lower of actual shareholding and in-post SOG for
a period of 2 years from termination. Most companies
exclude shares purchased outright by executives.

% of ISEQ20 companies with post-exit SOG
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No post-exit 

SOGs

Companies with post-exit SOG

Bank of Ireland – 100% of in-post SOG for 1yr

Cairn Homes – 100% of salary for Y1, 50% for Y2

CRH- 200% of salary for 2 years (100% for CFO)

Dalata Hotel- 50% of in-post SOG for 2yrs

Flutter Entertainment – 100% of in-post SOG for 2yrs

Irish Continental- shares proportional to all variable 

pay received over last 5 years, to be held for 5 years

Irish Residential – 100% of in-post SOG for 2yrs

Kingspan- 100% of in-post SOG for 2 years

Smurfit Kappa- 100% of in-post SOG for Y1, 50% for Y2

Full in-post SOG for

2 years

Partial in-post SOG 

over 1-2 years



Chair and NED fees
Salaries Bonuses LTIs Pensions Ownership NED feesCOVID19 & SRD



The median Chair fee is €165k p.a.; the median NED base 
fee is €65k p.a.
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Chair fee NED base fee

Companies generally review Board fees annually, with
increases, if any, typically in line with salary increases made
to Executive Directors.

All ISEQ20 companies pay their Chair and NED fees in cash,
with the exception of Ryanair who have granted options to
their NEDs. Paying NEDs in equity is more common in the US
and some parts of Europe (e.g. France, Germany).

A handful of companies offer additional travel allowances
for intercontinental travel (CRH) whilst some have
announced a premium for their workforce NED
representative (Dalata Hotel).

The Chair fee is usually around 3.5x the NED base fee for
ISEQ20 companies.
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80% of ISEQ20 companies pay additional fees to their 
Committee Chairs

Fees for Chairing the two common Committees of the Board
(Audit, Remuneration) and for performing the Senior
Independent Director (SID) role are common amongst
ISEQ20 companies. Just under half of ISEQ20 companies pay
more for chairing the Audit Committee than for chairing the
Remuneration Committee – where this is the case, the
premium is usually 25%-50% of the Remuneration
Committee Chair fee.

Committee membership fees are less common in Ireland.
Quantum varies, but committee membership fees are
usually 25% -50% of the committee chair fee.

Based on the sample of companies with disclosure of
membership fees, median membership fee is €9k with an
interquartile spread of €7k - €18k.

Audit Committee Chair
premium 
(€000)

Remuneration Committee 
Chair premium
(€000)

Senior Independent
Director premium
(€000)
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Remuneration design

• Reward strategy development 

• Annual and long-term incentive 
design

• Performance measure selection

• Balanced scorecard design

• Peer group selection

• Calibrating targets, modelling 
potential pay outcomes

• Modelling of pay and 
performance

• Financial modelling

• Tax and accounting implications

HR support

• Pay benchmarking

• Recruitment packages for new 
hires

• Pay and grading structure design

• Employee communication / 
handbooks

• Total reward statements

• Salary administration and support

• Performance management and 
reporting

• Pensions and benefits 

• Employee engagement

Remuneration Committee support

• Independent advice on all aspects 
of executive remuneration and 
governance

• Updates on trends in executive 
remuneration

• Executive remuneration reviews

• Pay and performance 
benchmarking

• Pay for performance analysis

• Target setting

• Shareholder consultation

• Drafting the remuneration report

http://www.kepler-associates.com/

